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A View from Our
President: Let the
Good Times Roll

An Array of Adventures Awaits
Your adventures are closer than you may realize. With the warmer season
finally on its way, now is the time to start planning your weekend getaways
and family outings—and the destinations are endless! To help kickstart your
thinking, we’ve listed a few suggestions in the centerfold.
Wisconsin Aviation, of course, can help get you there. For you pilots, we have
a diversified rental fleet of over 25 aircraft to meet your needs—from two-seat
single engines to six-seat twins—and a staff of highly qualified flight instructors
to help get you current, obtain that next rating, or get an aircraft checkout to
increase your capabilities.
Not a pilot? Our charter service will get you there in style and can take care of
ground transportation at your destination as well. To learn more about our rental
fleet and charter options, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com. It’s time
to get out and let your adventures begin!

Work, stress, and worry—part of our modern
way of life. It’s not all bad because, in part, it
is brought about by our abundant lifestyle—so
many opportunities, business moving so much
faster, so many things coming at us in so many
ways.
When I first entered the working world, I had
a phone on my desk and the U.S. mail came
daily. Pretty soon we added voicemail, and
package and overnight mail started. Then we got
a telecopier (forerunner of the fax machine, for
you youngins) that amazed us by printing a page
every six minutes! We still get an occasional fax
and “snail mail,” but do I deal with voicemail,
overnight delivery, emails, texts, social media
postings, or walk-ins first? Do I answer my
landline or cell phone, which are often ringing
at the same time? Hours rush by, the day is
over, and one tries to organize to get a jump on
tomorrow.
For years, we’ve been showing how business
aviation can put days of useful time back into
people’s lives and help tame the onslaught of
demands, but what about the rewards for all the
work we do and the efforts we expend? In this
issue of Talewinds, we are highlighting the fun
Continued on page 10
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Traveling Light

FLYING FOR FUN

Adventure is everywhere
WE ALL KNOW THE SAYING: “A mile of road will take you
a mile. A mile of runway will take you anywhere.” When I
think about that phrase, I can’t help but appreciate the freedom
that comes with general aviation flying. Often, I catch myself
studying aeronautical charts, scanning the tiny dots representing
thousands of our nation’s airports, helipads, grass strips, and
seaplane bases. As pilots, there’s no better feeling than pointing
our nose to the wind and discovering the many hidden gems
that lie within this great nation. But in a country with more than
19,000 public- and private-use airports, how do we choose where
to fly?

Got that pilot’s license and now looking for somewhere to fly? Check out
The Flying Hamburger Social website. You’re sure to find one nearby—or
farther away if you prefer some more flying time. For those scheduled at
Wisconsin Aviation, see our events schedule on the back page. To find
others, visit:www.MoonlightFlight.com/FlySocial

Scenic Flight

Catalina Island’s “Airport in the Sky” (KAVX)

Intro Flight
Only $69.00

Take to the sky and experience the marvel of flight!
If you’ve ever wondered what it’s like to pilot an
airplane, you’ll enjoy our hands-on discovery flight.
With professional guidance from an FAA-certified
flight instructor, you will actually fly the airplane
for the first time! This one-hour session includes 30
minutes of ground instruction, 30 minutes of flight,
and a personal logbook.

$99.95

Fly-in Breakfasts

Get a view of your world that most never see! Take off with
your pilot into the blue yonder for a bird’s eye view of the
local area—the thrill of a lifetime. See the local area from
a whole different perspective. Be sure to take your camera
along and snap some unique aerial photos of your home
or business. Includes up to three passengers for an average
of 40 minutes of flight. Makes a great gift (certificates
available).

Join us for our fly-in breakfasts this summer and support some great
non-profit organizations. The following pancake breakfasts are
scheduled at our Juneau and Watertown facilities:
June 9 - UNU - EAA Chapter 897 Pancake Breakfast & Airport Open
House - 8am - Noon
August 25 - UNU - Lions Club Pancake Breakfast - 8am - Noon
September 8 - RYV - Ninety-Nines Pancake Breakfast & Airport Open
House - 8am - 3pm

For me, conversations with fellow aviators offer some of the best
insight. One of my favorite aspects of working at AOPA is all the
opportunities I have at fly-ins, conventions, airshows, and meetups to ask other pilots about their adventures and where they like
to fly. It’s always rewarding to cross paths with fellow pilots at
new destinations and share our flying adventures. My personal
paradise is the Florida Keys, but everyone has their own, and
I’ve found you can learn a lot about someone depending on their
answer. I‘ve also found that there’s no place like home.
For example, a history buff might have a special place in her heart
for Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Not far from the general aviation
airport, visitors have the opportunity to get a glimpse of the Civil
War era by exploring the battlefield, taking tours, and walking
around the historic city center.
All pilots can appreciate First Flight Airport on North Carolina’s
Outer Banks. The field marks the birthplace of aviation, where
the Wright brothers first took flight in 1903. Spanning 40 acres
in Kill Devil Hills, the airport is a bucket list destination for any
aviator looking to pay tribute to our founding fathers of flight.
And wine connoisseurs may be partial to airports such as Napa
County Airport, also known as the “Skyport to the Wine Country.”
Conveniently located near the world-class winegrowing region
with top-ranked restaurants and incredible golf courses, this Bay
Area airport is not to be missed.
Aviators looking for a more relaxed vibe should check out some
of the unique airports along our other coastlines. On Alabama’s
Dauphin Island, the 3,000-foot runway juts into the water and is
absolutely stunning. Beach bums on the West Coast might favor
Catalina Island’s “Airport in the Sky,” perched 1,600 feet above
the Pacific Ocean. The relatively short runway sits on the flat top
of a mountain with cliffs at both ends—a fun challenge for any
GA pilot. Adventurers to Catalina can also explore some of the
best hiking trails, fishing, and boating, or just enjoy the California
breeze on the island.
Coming from the Midwest, I find there are few places that are as
beautiful as Mackinac Island, Michigan, and traveling by aircraft
is one of the only ways to get to the island. GA aircraft are
always welcome to visit and explore the shopping, carriage rides,
and lively nightlife. Don’t consider Michigan a flyover state.

Unbound by commercial airline regulations and strict procedures,
GA flying is a gratifying and surreal experience that allows us to
see the world from above. And aviation thrives when pilots are
flying and airports are busy. We are doing more to inform you
of all the great places there are to fly with our editorial content.
AOPA’s Destinations platform (www.aopa.org/destinations) is
a tool we’ve been developing and updating to give pilots all
the information they need before taking off. Using the airport
directory, pilots can read crowdsourced airport and FBO reviews
and get firsthand feedback about each location.
Pilots also can search for airports based on amenities and
activities; plan trips by activity—whether it be outdoors,
amusement parks, fishing, or museums; check nearby lodging;
book rental cars; and store their favorite airports. I encourage
all pilots to take advantage of AOPA’s resources to get out and
discover new destinations.
And our advocacy team works every day to ensure that these great
locations remain open and accessible to pilots and are a good
place for aviation companies to conduct business. From working
with elected officials on legislation to helping individual airports
work through their challenges, our staff at headquarters and in
the field are committed to protecting these economic engines and
gateways to the world.
While flying to all these incredible places is always a thrill,
everyone appreciates their home base. It may not be a coastal
paradise or a runway below a snow-capped mountain. It may just
be a grass strip in your backyard. But there’s nothing like being
on final to your home airport, wherever that may be.
Mark Baker
AOPA President and CEO

Reprinted from the March 2019 issue of AOPA Pilot magazine.
AOPA (Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association) is a non-profit
organization based in Frederick, Maryland, with the mission of
protecting your freedom to fly by: (1) advocating for general aviation
on behalf of its members; (2) educating pilots, nonpilots, and policy
makers alike; (3) supporting activities that ensure the long-term health of
general aviation; (4) fighting to keep general aviation accessible to all;
and (5) securing sufficient resources to ensure its success.
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On Course

Done right, flying is fun!

airport. It’s been a while since you practiced landings, you haven’t
been “on the dials” in a while, or you feel that you’re a “little
rusty.” We all recognize that our flight proficiency erodes with
lack of use and continual practice. Well then I’d strongly suggest
that you get out to the airport and team up with your instructor for
a little dual!
Let’s think about the machine you fly. How well
do you really know the aircraft? Do you know
its performance characteristics and operating
limitations? Do you thoroughly understand the
avionics suite? Do yourself a favor and take some
time to re-read the Pilots Operating Handbook and/
or Aircraft Operating Manual. Review systems,
speeds, and normal procedures. Refamiliarize
yourself with the airplane’s flight performance and
especially with emergency procedures. If ever faced
with the unexpected, you’ll be glad you invested
that time.

Every single pilot I’ve known over the years has endeavored to
“fly safe.” Regularly we offer up the sentiment to one another to
“have a safe flight,” don’t we? Well, what does that entail? What
exactly does it mean to fly safe? How do we go about being sure
we’re doing all we can to be a safe pilot?
While it’s clearly difficult to define safe flying in absolutes, we
all have an understanding, more or less, of what it means to
“fly safe.” Pilots recognize that it requires knowledge, training,
judgment, and a commitment to “do it right.” We recognize that
when we choose to fly, we’re implicitly acknowledging that
safety—100% safety—is hard to accomplish. But we embrace that
flying itself is quite safe when conducted responsibly and within
our limitations and that of the aircraft.
As pilot in command, we’re taking on a big responsibility, the
responsibility for the safe conduct of the flight. Therefore, we
must exercise prudent judgment in our Aviation Decision Making
(ADM) when making the go/no-go decision to launch. We must
know our individual minimums and manage expectations—
both our own and those of our passengers. We can’t always go.
In essence, we are continually evaluating the conditions and
analyzing our situation if we are to safely manage the three
primary risk factors involved during the conduct of the flight: the
pilot, the machine, and the environment.
Consider the pilot. Perhaps it’s been the weather, your job, or
some other obligation, but you’ve just been too busy to get to the

What then of the third element, the flight
environment? Did you know that the number
one cause of aviation incidents and reportable
accidents is runway safety? Included are overruns,
runway incursions, attempting to land on the wrong
runway—and even at the wrong airport! Be certain
you’ve studied the airport information for your
departure and destination airfields. Confirm that
they’re suitable for your aircraft and that fuel or other services
you’ll require will be available when you arrive. Have a backup
plan in case of an unanticipated closure or similar event. Also
consider the en route part of your flight. Are there special-use
or restricted segments along the flightpath, out-of-service nav
aids, TFRs or prohibited airspace to deal with? Plan your route
carefully. Consider your options if things don’t go as planned and
always, always “know before you go”!
Carefully consider the weather. Given today’s technology
and access to our digital world, we have far more information
available regarding conditions than ever before. Why then do
pilots continue to fall prey to the same weather phenomenon that
have historically given us trouble, such as low clouds and reduced
flight visibility; turbulence, especially low-level wind shear;
and frost or airframe icing and thunderstorms? Any of these can
ruin your day if encountered beyond your capability. In reading
accident reports caused by weather-related factors, it becomes
clear that many accidents can be traced back to poor judgment in
making the go/no-go decision. It’s ADM! We simply overestimate
our ability to cope. We convince ourselves that we can handle that
gusting cross-wind, or we continue flight into rapidly deteriorating
visibility even though we haven’t flown in IMC much in the
recent past. We tell ourselves, “Hey, it’s just like riding a bike,
isn’t it?” We fail to accept normal lapse rates and are convinced
that there’s warmer air above: “If only I can climb a little higher.”
Be conservative when measuring your abilities and that of your
equipment. It makes for a safe flight and a safe pilot.
Continued on page 10
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Did You
Know
Barnstormers and FBOs
Time has a funny way of obscuring the original meaning of terms we
use in our everyday conversation. As pilots and aviation enthusiasts,
we are privy to a secret language which is only learned as we study
for the rigorous private pilot written exam. One term that comes up
on nearly every cross-country flight is “FBO.” Surely when you first
heard the term used by your private instructor, you asked, “What the
heck does that mean?” “Fixed base operator,” your instructor likely
replied, to which you probably responded, “What the heck does that
mean?” If your instructor was born after 1965, he or she likely replied,
“Let’s talk about air space.” More seasoned instructors might have
explained something similar to this.

Elinor Smith, a famous barnstormer of the 20s and 30s

In the beginning, there were just two things: airplanes and people

were generally owned by a county or a city, the aviation entrepreneurs

brave enough and crazy enough to fly them. The 23 years from 1903,

became tenants of these government enterprises. Rather than operating

the Wright brothers’ first flight, to 1926, when the federal government

their business by moving from place to place, they became “fixed base

passed the Air Commerce Act, was a joyous time of unregulated

operators,” or “FBOs.” The Air Commerce Act defined a fixed base

development for aviation. Pilots, intent on making a living flying

operator as “a commercial business granted the right by the airport

their airplanes, flew from place to place looking for customers who

sponsor to operate on an airport and provide aeronautical services such

wanted plane rides, air shows, flight lessons, or any other activity

as fueling, hangaring, tie-down and parking, aircraft rental, aircraft

they could do to get paid for flying their airplanes. These pioneers of

maintenance, flight instruction, etc.”

general aviation were often called “barnstormers.” Since airports and
runways were scarce in some places and nonexistent in most places, a

Barnstorming is a term most people believe originated as an aviation

reasonably level farm field was the most common landing place. When

term. On the contrary, the term was in use long before the invention

the potential of aviation became apparent, cities, counties, and some

of the airplane. It was used when referring to rural political campaigns

private enterprises began to build aerodromes, today called airports.

when politicians would travel the rural areas looking for votes by

With these shiny new airports and a growing interest in aviation, the

giving speeches in any venue available, often a barn. The term was

barnstormers looked for a place to settle down. Since the airports

more generally used to mean a traveling performance of any kind.

COMMERCIAL DRONE GROUND SCHOOL

Everything you need to know to pass the Part 107 Knowledge Test

June 15, 2019
Saturday, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Wisconsin Aviation-Madison (MSN)
3606 Corben Court, Madison, WI 53704
$299 (includes course, lunch, and access to an online training program)
For more info or to register/prepay:
WisconsinAviation.com/drones-training-certification
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Some Fun Destinations for Your Leisure Flying

Exercise your pilot privileges—or utilize our charter service—and let your adventures begin!

1

1

Mackinac Island, Michigan (MCD)

2

Apostle Islands, Bayfield, Wisconsin (4R5)

3

Cedar Point Shores Waterpark,
Sandusky, OH (PCW)

4

Whistling Straits Golf Course,
Sheboygan, WI (SBM)

5

Grand Ole Opry, Nashville,
Tennessee (BNA)

6

Niagara Falls, New York (IAG)

7

Branson, Missouri (BKG)

8

Navy Pier, Chicago, Illinois (MDW)

9

Mount Rushmore, Keystone,
South Dakota (RAP)

10

St. Louis Arch, Missouri (CPS)

11

French Quarter, New Orleans,
Louisiana (NEW)

12

Eagle River, Wisconsin (EGV)

13

Lambeau Field, Green Bay,
Wisconsin (GRB)

14

Door County, Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin (SUE)

15

French Lick Golf Resort, Indiana (FRH)

16

Mall of America, Bloomington, MN (STP)

17

Silver Lake Sand Dunes, Shelby,
Michigan (MI71)

2

6

10

14

3

7

11

15

4

8

12

16

5

9

13

17

The opportunities are endless! For more flying destination ideas, visit aopa.org/destinations, pilotgetaways.com, funplacestofly.com, and iflyamerica.org/destinations.asp.

Ladies Must Swing

Annual
| Winter
2019
Talewinds18

1940’s-Style
Hangar Dance
th

A salute to the troops, past and present!
Saturday, July 20, 2019 • 6:00-10:30 pm

Kidney Stones and
Your Medical

Wisconsin Aviation

As many of you know, passing a kidney stone can be extremely
painful, and it could be incapacitating if it were to occur during
flight.

Cost at door: $25 each; $40 for two
In advance: $20 each; $35 for two

The FAA now allows the AME to issue a medical if certain
conditions are met. They have changed the policy from an AASI
(AME Assisted Special Issuance) to a CACI (Conditions the
AME Can Issue). This is a great benefit for airmen as it greatly
facilitates obtaining a medical when appropriate.

3606 Corben Court, Madison
(off of Highway 51 and Amelia Earhart Drive)

www.PayPal.com.me/LadiesMustSwing

Relive the 1940’s era by attending the Wisconsin Aviation
Hangar Dance on Saturday, July 20, featuring big band music
performed by Ladies Must Swing, a jazz band consisting of
19 energetic dames. Vintage wear is encouraged, and prizes
will be awarded for the best-dressed couple and best dancers.
The ladies will be performing 1940’s tunes from 7:00 10:30 p.m. Enjoy many favorites like “Take the A Train,”
“Seems Like Old Times,” “Leap Frog,” “In the Mood,” and more!
There will be photo opportunities, too, as a few vintage planes
will be parked outside the hangar.
Doors open at 6:00 p.m.

Benefits to the Community

A portion of the door sales, as well as the drink and snack
sales, will benefit Badger Honor Flight (BadgerHonorFlight.org),
a local nonprofit organization that ensures WWII, Korean War,
Vietnam War, and terminally ill veterans have the opportunity to
see the memorials that have been erected in their honor.

Contact Information

June Dalton from Ladies Must Swing
LadiesMustSwing@yahoo.com
608-698-8944

Free swing dance lessons will be taught by John Curran of
Madison Area Ballroom from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

• Wisconsin Aviation
• Budweiser
• Madison Area Ballroom
• Smokey Hollow Campground

C. If there are multiple or retained asymptomatic stones within
5 years and with no complications, the AME needs to follow
the CACI worksheet. The details are a bit too involved
to summarize here, but, in brief summary, there must be
a current status report from the treating physician that
addresses a number of concerns which must be favorably

Heavy Bombers Weekend ™ 2019
Air Tour of Historic WWII Aircraft

July 19-21
Friday thru Sunday
9 am – 5 pm daily
Wisconsin Aviation
3606 Corben Court, Madison
Dane County Regional Airport
For information on admission and airplane ride times &
costs, visit hbw2019.splashthat.com

A. If the most recent episode was 5 or more years ago, there
are no symptoms or current problems, the renal function
has returned to normal, and there is no ongoing treatment or
surveillance needed, the AME can summarize and issue.
B. If an episode involving a single-stone passage (key is single)
occurred less than 5 years ago with no complications, a
single stone has passed or is in the bladder with no further
problems and imaging (such as a KUB, a simple x-ray of
the abdomen) verifies no retained stones, the AME can
summarize and issue. The airman would need to provide
that documentation.

Sponsors

Dance Lessons Offered

The following is a brief summary:

A Visit with
the AME
Dr. Terry Turke

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).
addressed. In addition, there must be no underlying cause
for stone recurrence and no current or recommended
treatment. The AME can then issue via CACI or per a valid
special issuance/AASI—or determine that the airman is not
qualified.
D. For all others, including complications, symptomatic, or
cause for underlying recurrent stones, the AME needs
to defer to the FAA for a possible special issuance. This
includes a very detailed report from the treating physician.
Complications include the following: Hydronephrosis,
metabolic/underlying conditions requiring treatment/
surveillance/monitoring, 3 or more procedures for kidney
stones within the past 5 years, renal failure or obstruction
(acute or chronic), or sepsis or recurrent urinary tract
infections due to stones.
Note that the FAA allows a number of options in regards
to imaging. Acceptable evaluations/imaging include KUB,
ultrasound, IVP, CT, or MRI.
In my experience, most airmen meet the criteria for CACI.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors associated
with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com or mail to
Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094

Add Some Excitement to Your Next Flight Review

Featured aircraft:

Why not try something new and get started on a tailwheel
endorsement with your next flight review? Wisconsin Aviation
offers a beautiful 1998 Citabria taildragger to accomplish this.
A tailwheel endorsement usually takes about ten hours, so once
you’ve completed your flight review, you’ll only have about eight
more hours to go. What a great way to get a taste of stick-and
rudder flying and experience a new adventure!

B-29 Superfortress “Doc”
3-day passes: $15 per
adult/$25 per family
Food & beverages
available.

The Citabria is equipped with a Bendix-King KLX-135A GPS
and a Nav/Com (VFR). The rental rate is $116 per hour, which
includes fuel.

Don’t miss this unique opportunity to take a ride in vintage military aircraft!

For more information, contact Wisconsin Aviation’s flight school
at 608-268-5024.

B-17 Flying Fortress
8 Winter
2015
“Aluminum
Overcast”

Bell 47 Helicopter

B-25 Mitchell
“Berlin Express”

North American SNJ-5
“Texan”

Douglas DC-3
“Flagship Detroit”

WisconsinAviation.com
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Congratulations,
Superstars!
Solo Status

Richard Anderson
Matthew Gill
Joe Richling
Richard Seymour
Marcus Wagner

Aircraft for Sale

A View from Our President
(continued from p. 1)

side of general aviation: the incredible sense of accomplishment
of learning to fly, along with the freedom and opportunities it
brings, and the possibilities that charter flights open up for you,
your families, and your friends—the fun weekends, a golf course
not too far away, the big game, concert, or event that can be done
in a day or evening with ease and no hassles. How about the kids,
relatives, or friends who are just too far away and hard to get to
that you really do want to see? Flying yourself or an amazingly
cost-effective charter flight can make all those dreams and big,
hard-earned plans possible. So for a change, lets think about
really doing something fun, enjoyable, and memorable. Let the
good times roll!
Thanks for reading and thanks for letting us help let the good
times roll.
Jeff Baum

Certificates & Ratings
Private Pilot
Lisa Braun
Alex King
Richard Klop

Instrument
Wyatt Goodrich
Shaun Voskuilen

Flight Instructor
Jacob Davis

Instrument Flight Instructor
Noah Scallon

Needed…
If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.

Done right, flying is fun!
(continued from p. 4)

As set forth in the beginning of this column, safe flying is hard
to clearly define. But in taking a closer look, isn’t it really just a
combination of training, knowledge, and the application of good
judgment in managing risk? When pilots are realistic in their selfevaluation, set reasonable personal limits, consistently engage
in learning, training, and practice, possess full knowledge of
their machine, remain wary of the weather, and exercise prudent
Aviation Decision Making in their go/no-go call, then flying is
what we all were drawn to in the first place. It’s that feeling we
had the first time we ever flew in an airplane...done right, flying is
fun!

Bill Peterson
Director, Flight School

Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:
American King Air LLC
1980 Cessna 414A
Air Global Jets LLC
1975 Cessna Citation 500

1865 TTSN, 647 SMOH, GNS 430W/GNS 420W, S-TEC 30
autopilot, Terrain and Sirius XM, EMax, CMax, heavy-duty
brakes. More! Clean! NDH. $139,000

1979 Piper Navajo Panther – N56ND
6760 TT, 740/920 SMOH, Full Panther Conversion, 4-blade Q-tip
props, winglets, VGs, known ice, A/C, oxygen, GNS530, KFC200
autopilot with flight director & HSI, radar, professionally flown,
operated & maintained. Sold with Fresh Annual. Reduced to
$259,000/Offer/Trade!

Sold!!

Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!

2003 Cirrus SR20 – N774C

1979 Cessna 310R – N2638Y
Boots and hot props, 203-gal. fuel, Primus 200 color radar, GNS430W with HSI, KFC-200 autopilot, more! 9545 TT, 1200 SMOH,
January annual. A steal at $99,995!

COMING SOON: Cessna 172, Cessna 150, Cessna 162
For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews
attract buyers from all over the world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and
a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your
aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find out how we can make your next
transaction smooth and seamless.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

What’s Around the Corner
May 16

RYV – Flying Hamburger Social – Thursday 5-7 pm

May 21

MSN – Pilot/Controller Runway Safety Seminar – Tuesday, 6-9 pm

May 28

MSN – Private Pilot Ground School – Tuesdays thru August 20, 6-9 pm

June 9

UNU – Pancake Breakfast & Open House – Sunday, 8 am - Noon

June 15

MSN – Commercial Drone Ground School – Saturday, 8 am – 4 pm
See ad on page 5 for details.

June 18

UNU – Flying Social – Taco Tuesday – Tuesday, 5-7 pm

June 20

RYV – Flying Hamburger Social – T ursday 5-7 pm

July 19-21

MSN – Heavy Bombers Over Madison
See page 8 for details.

July 20

MSN – 18th Annual Hangar Dance – To Benefit Badger Honor Flight
See page 8 for details.

July 22-28

OSH – EAA AirVenture 2019 – Visit us at Booth #3162.

Aug 15

RYV – Flying Hamburger Social – Thursday 5-7 pm

Aug 20

UNU – Flying Social – Taco Tuesday – Tuesday, 5-7 pm

Aug 25

UNU – Lions Club Pancake Breakfast – Sunday, 8 am - Noon

Sept 8

RYV – Pancake Breakfast & Open House – Sunday, 8 am – 3 pm

Sept 19

RYV – Flying Hamburger Social – Thursday 5-7 pm

Oct 27

UNU – 5th Annual Pumpkin Drop Contest – Sunday, 9 am – 3 pm

Classes are subject to minimum student enrollment; pre-registration is required. Dates and times are
subject to change, and class fees may apply. For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com
or email us at WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.

Talewinds
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